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Abstract
We propose a linear type system with recursion operators for inductive datatypes which ensures that all
deﬁnable functions are polynomial time computable. The system improves upon previous such systems in
that recursive deﬁnitions can be arbitrarily nested; in particular, no predicativity or modality restrictions
are made.
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1. Introduction
Recent work [2,5,8] has shown that predicative recursion [3,11] combined with a linear typing
discipline gives rise to type systems which guarantee polynomial runtime of well-typed programs
while allowing for higher-typed primitive recursion on inductive datatypes.
Although these systems allow one to express all polynomial time functions they reject many
natural formulations of obviously polynomial time algorithms. The reason is that under the
predicativity regime a recursively deﬁned function is not allowed to serve as step function of a
subsequent recursive deﬁnition. However, in most functional programs involving inductive data
structures such iterated recursion does occur. A typical example is insertion sort which involves
iteration of an (already recursively deﬁned) insertion function.
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A closer analysis of such examples reveals that the involved functions do not increase the size of
their input and that this is why their repeated iteration does not lead beyond polynomial time.
In this work we present a new linear type system based on this intuition. It contains unrestricted
recursion operators for inductive datatypes such as integers, lists, and trees, yet ensures polynomial runtime of all ﬁrst-order programs.
Suppose we have a type of integers N in binary notation and constructors 0:N, S0 : N ! N,
S1 : N ! N with semantics S0 ðxÞ ¼ 2x and S1 ðxÞ ¼ 2x þ 1. The following deﬁnes a function
f : N ! N of quadratic growth:
f ð0Þ ¼ 1;

  j x k
f ðxÞ ¼ S0 S0 f
; when x > 0:
2
More precisely, f ðxÞ ¼ ½x2 where ½x ¼ 2jxj . As usual, jxj ¼ dlog2 ðx þ 1Þe denotes the length of x in
binary notation. We also write kxk for jaj when a ¼ jxj. Iterating f as in
gð0Þ ¼ 2;
 j x k
gðxÞ ¼ f g
; when x > 0
2
leads to exponential growth, indeed, gðxÞ ¼ 2½x .
This example is the motivation behind predicative versions of recursion as used in [3,11]. In
these systems it is forbidden to iterate a function which has itself been recursively deﬁned. More
precisely, the step function in a recursive
deﬁnition is not allowed to recurse on the result of a

previous function call (here g b2xc ), but may, however, recurse on other parameters.
If higher-order functions are allowed then a new phenomenon appears: If h : N ! N ! N is
deﬁned by
hð0Þ ¼ S0 ;
j x k j x k
hðxÞ ¼ h
h
2
2
then hðx; yÞ ¼ 2½x  y although no recursion on results of recursive calls takes place. This example
suggests that the step function in a recursive deﬁnition should be required to be aﬃne linear in the
sense of linear logic, i.e., use its argument at most once.
In [2] and in [7] it has been shown that this restriction together with predicativity suﬃces to ensure
polynomial runtime of all ﬁrst-order programs (possibly involving higher-order auxiliary functions).
Although these systems are very expressive they rule out many naturally occurring and obviously
polynomial time algorithms. A typical example is the insertion sort algorithm deﬁned as follows:
insertða; ½ Þ ¼ ½a
insertða; b :: lÞ ¼ if a 6 b
then a :: b :: l
else b :: insertða; lÞ
sortð½ Þ ¼ ½ 
sortða :: lÞ ¼ insertða; sortðlÞÞ
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The deﬁnition of insert is perfectly legal under the regime of predicative or safe recursion, but the
subsequent deﬁnition of sort is not. The reason that nevertheless insertion sort does not lead to an
exponential growth and runtime is that the insertion function does not increase the size of its
input.
Caseiro [4] has noticed this and developed (under the name ‘‘LIN-systems’’) partly semantic
criteria on ﬁrst-order recursive programs which allow one to detect this situation and which in
particular apply to the insertion sort example. The drawback of her criteria is that they are rather
complicated, not obviously decidable, and that they do not generalise to higher order functions in
any obvious way.
In this paper we present a type-theoretic approach to this problem. We will develop a fairly
natural linear type system which has the property that all deﬁnable functions are non-size-increasing and which boasts higher-order recursion on datatypes without any predicativity restriction. We show that nevertheless all deﬁnable ﬁrst-order functions are polynomial time
computable even if they contain higher-order functions as subexpressions.
The crucial innovation is a special resource type } which has no constructors and hence no
closed terms. The application of a constructor function such as successor or list ‘‘cons’’ always
requires an additional argument of type }; for example, the binary successor function S1 gets the
type }(N(N meaning that in order to construct 2n þ 1 from n we need an element of type } in
our local context. As already mentioned, such an element cannot be generated ‘‘out of nothing’’;
the only place where such elements become available is in the body of step functions of recursive
deﬁnitions. For example, the operator for iteration on notation1 takes two step functions
h0 ; h1 : }(N(N. That is to say the body of each step function may contain one constructor
function, for example S0 or S1 .
As indicated above the type system will in particular ensure that programs do not increase
the size of their input so that iterated recursion does not lead to exponential growth. However,
this means that not all polynomial time computable functions are deﬁnable. So, in order to
obtain a type system admitting deﬁnitions of all polynomial-time computable functions we will
have to combine the present system with the system in [7] based on predicative recursion. In
Section 4.6 below we speculate on the expressivity of the present system alone (see footnote 2,
p. 12).
A preliminary version of this work has been presented in [6]. Apart from repairing a few minor
shortcomings of [6] the present paper presents the following new aspects:
(i) An operator for duplication of certain data provided it occurs within the guard of a conditional and hence does not contribute to the size (Section 6).
(ii) The deﬁnition and justiﬁcation of a similar system which captures polynomial space. Syntactically, the only diﬀerence between the system for polynomial time and the one for polynomial space is that the latter has a typing rule for conditionals which allows variables to be
shared between the guard and the branches whereas in the former case the guard and the
branches must have disjoint sets of free variables.
(iii) The deﬁnition and justiﬁcation of an operator for divide-and-conquer recursion.

1
Iteration on notation deﬁnes a function f : N ! X on integers from a constant g 2 X and functions
h0 ; h1 : N  X ! X by f ð0Þ ¼ g; f ð2ðn þ 1ÞÞ ¼ h0 ðf ðnÞÞ; f ð2n þ 1Þ ¼ h1 ðf ðnÞÞ.
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Note added in proof. In the meantime a syntactic proof of the main result, Corollary 5.5.1, has
been given by Aehlig and Schwichtenberg [1]. This proof is simpler than the semantic one given in
this paper; however, it is as yet unclear whether it permits the generalisation to polynomial space
given in Section 7. The study of [1] is warmly recommended to readers of the present paper.

2. Syntax
We use aﬃne linear lambda calculus with products and certain inductive datatypes such as
integers, lists, and trees.
The types are given by the following grammar:
A; B ::¼ BjA(BjA  BjA  B;
where B ranges over a set of base types which is left indeterminate as yet. For example, we will
introduce a base type N for integers. We will also allow ourselves to extend the above grammar by
new type operators, notably one for lists, which associates to each type A a type of lists L(A).
Terms are given by
e ::¼ opðe1 ; . . . ; en Þjxjkx : A:eje1 e2 je1  e2 j
let e1 ¼ x  y in e2 jhe1 ; e2 ije:1je:2:
Here op ranges over a set of operators to be determined later and x ranges over a countable set of
variables.
As usual, terms are understood as equivalence classes modulo renaming of bound variables,
i.e., kx : A:x and ky : A:y are considered identical. A context is a partial function from variables to
types. Two contexts C1 ; C2 are called disjoint if dom(C1 Þ \ domðC2 Þ ¼ ;. In this case we write
C1 ; C2 for the union of C1 and C2 . If x 62 domðCÞ and A is a type then we write C; x : A for the
context C [ fðx; AÞg. An arity is an expression of the form ðA1 ; . . . ; An ÞA where n P 0 and Ai ; A are
types. We ﬁx an assignment of arities to operators. An operator of arity () A is called a constant
and we write c : A to mean that c is a constant of arity () A.
The typing judgement C ‘ e : A, read ‘‘e has type A in context C,’’ is deﬁned inductively by the
following rules.
x 2 domðCÞ
;
C ‘ x : CðxÞ

ðT-VarÞ

C; x : A ‘ e : B
C ‘ kx : A:e : A(B

ðT-Arr-IÞ

C1 ‘ e1 : A(B C2 ‘ e2 : A
;
C1 ; C2 ‘ e1 e2 : B

ðT-Arr-EÞ

C1 ‘ e1 : A1
C2 ‘ e 2 : A2
;
C1 ; C2 ‘ e1  e2 : A1  A2

ðT-Tens-IÞ
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C1 ‘ e 1 : A1  A2
C2 ; x : A1 ; y : A2 ‘ e 2 : B
;
C1 ; C2 ‘ let e1 ¼ x  y in e2 : B
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ðT-Tens-EÞ

C ‘ e 1 : A1
C ‘ e2 : A2
;
C ‘ he1 ; e2 i : A1  A2

ðT-Prod-IÞ

C ‘ e : A1  A2
i 2 f1; 2g
:
C ‘ e:i : Ai

ðT-Prod-EÞ

op has arityðA1 ; . . . ; An ÞA
; ‘ ei : Ai for i ¼ 1 . . . n
:
C ‘ opðe1 ; . . . ; en Þ : A

ðT-OpÞ

The rules are set up in such a way that when C ‘ e : A then all the free variables of e are mentioned
in C and they are used at most once in e. To be used at most once is slightly more generous than to
occur at most once. Namely, by rule T-PR O D -I, a variable may occur in both components of a
cartesian product ðA  BÞ. For example, we have kx : A:hx; xi : A(A  A, but not
kx : A:x  x : A(A  A. There is a coercion from tensor product ðA  BÞ to cartesian product
ðA  BÞ the only namely kz : A  B:let t ¼ x  y in hx; yi, but not vice versa. The only ‘‘candidate’’
kz : A:  B:z:1  z:2 is not well typed because rule (TE N S -I) requires both components to have
disjoint sets of variables.
Notice that an operator is applicable to closed terms only. This is the reason why it is not
possible to encode operators by constants of functional type.
2.1. Set-theoretic interpretation
We assume for every base type A a set sAt, for example sNt ¼ N, and extend this inductively to
all types by the clauses sA(Bt ¼ sAt ! sBt, sA  Bt ¼ sAt  sBt, sA  Bt ¼ sAt  sBt. An
environment for a context C is a function g mapping each variable x 2 domðCÞ to an element
gðxÞ 2 sCðxÞt.
We also assume an assignment of functions
s op t 2 sAt1      sAn t ! sAt
for each operator op of arity ðA1 ; . . . ; An ÞA.
Relative to such interpretation of operators we can interpret a term C ‘ e : A as a function set
mapping environments for C to elements of sAt in the usual way.
2.2. Size function
We want to assign a partial size function sA : sAt ! N to every type A. To do this we assume
such size function for every basic type, for example sN ðxÞ ¼ jxj, and extend this to all types by the
following inductive deﬁnition:
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sAB ððu; vÞÞ ¼ sA ðuÞ þ sB ðvÞ
sAB ððu; vÞÞ ¼ maxðsA ðuÞ; sB ðvÞÞ
sA(B ðf Þ ¼ minfcj8a 2 sAt  sB ðf ðaÞÞ 6 c þ sA ðaÞg:
In the last clause a ranges over those elements of sAt for which sA ðaÞ is deﬁned. It is assumed that
in this case sB ðf ðaÞÞ is also deﬁned; otherwise sA(B ðf Þ will be undeﬁned. It will likewise be undeﬁned if no c with the required property exists. This is the primary source for undeﬁnedness of s.
Notice that a function f 2 sA(Bt has size 0 precisely if it is non-size-increasing, i.e., when
sB ðf ðaÞÞ 6 sA ðaÞ for all a 2 sAt (for which sA ðaÞ is deﬁned).
Now denotations of terms are non-size-increasing in the following sense.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that for each operator op of arity ðA1 ; . . . ; An ÞA and elements vi 2 sAi t
with sAi ðvi Þ ¼ 0 we have sA ðsoptðv1 ; . . . ; vn ÞÞ ¼ 0. In particular sA ðsctÞ ¼ 0 for each constant c : A.
If g is an environment for C such that sCðxÞ ðgðxÞÞ is defined for each x 2 domðCÞ then sA ðsetgÞ is
also defined and moreover
X
sA ðsetgÞ 6
sCðxÞ ðgðxÞÞ:
x2domðCÞ

Notice that the premise stipulates in particular that all constants, i.e., operators without arguments, have size zero, so functional constants are required to be non-size-increasing.
We remark that the role of Proposition 2.1 is largely of a motivational nature. It will help us to
understand the precise formulation of the signature we are going to introduce next. The proof that
all ﬁrst-order functions are polynomial time computable requires a more sophisticated interpretation which we will give in Section 5.
3. Length spaces
In this section we develop a category-theoretic perspective on the above which will not be used
as such, but may be instructive for the reader familiar with categories.
Deﬁnition 3.1. The category L of length spaces has as objects pairs X ¼ ðjX j; sX Þ where jX j is a set
and sX : jX j ! N is a partial function. A morphism from X to Y is given by a function
f : jX j ! jY j such that whenever sX ðxÞ is deﬁned so is sY ðf ðxÞÞ and sY ðf ðxÞÞ 6 sX ðxÞ.
The category L is symmetric monoidal closed with tensor product given by jX  Y j ¼ jX j  jY j
and sX Y ðx; yÞ ¼ sX ðxÞ þ sY ðyÞ. The corresponding linear function spaces are given by
jX (Y j ¼ jX j ! jY j and sX (Y ðf Þ ¼ minfcj8x 2 jX j:sY ðf ðxÞÞ 6 c þ sX ðxÞg where again it is understood that deﬁnedness of sX ðxÞ implies deﬁnedness of sY ðf ðxÞÞ.
It has cartesian products given by jX  Y j ¼ jX j  jY j and sX Y ðx; yÞ ¼ maxðsX ðxÞ; sY ðyÞÞ. It
also has co-products given by jX þ Y j ¼ jX j þ jY j and sX þY ðinlðxÞÞ ¼ sX ðxÞ; sX þY ðinrðyÞÞ ¼ sY ðyÞ. It
has a terminal object I which coincides with the tensor unit and is given by jIj ¼ f0g and sI ð0Þ ¼ 0.
The category L is also cartesian-closed; the cartesian function spaces are given by
jX ) Y j ¼ jX j ! jY j and sX )Y ðf Þ ¼ minfcj8x 2 jX j:sY ðf ðxÞÞ 6 maxðc; sX ðxÞÞg with the same
proviso on deﬁnedness as in the case of X (Y .
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Accordingly, L forms a model of the type theory BI introduced in [13]; apparently it does not
form an instance of the classes of models considered there.
Proposition 2.1 can be proved by interpreting the syntax in L and using the fact that the forgetful functor L ! Sets sending X to jX j is structure preserving.

4. Inductive types and iteration
We will now introduce base types and operators (in particular those for recursion). This will
happen in such a way that the premises to Proposition 2.1 are satisﬁed.
4.1. Integers
We start by introducing a type of integers N with sNt ¼ N, sN ðxÞ ¼ jxj. We further introduce a
constant 0: N with s0t ¼ 0. Clearly, sN ð0Þ ¼ 0.
In order to construct numerals we would like to introduce constants for the binary successor
functions S0 ; S1 : N(N with meaning sS0 tðxÞ ¼ 2x and sS1 tðxÞ ¼ 2x þ 1. However, these
functions increase the size of their argument by one and so we would have sN(N ðsS0 tÞ ¼ 1 rather
than 0.
In order to ﬁx this problem we introduce a new base type } with interpretation s}t ¼ f}g and
size function s} ð}Þ ¼ 1. Now we can use the following typing for the successor functions
S0 : }(N(N;
S1 : }(N(N
with interpretation
sS0 tð}; xÞ ¼ 2x;
sS1 tð}; xÞ ¼ 2x þ 1:
Now, indeed, sðsS0 tÞ ¼ sðsS1 tÞ ¼ 0 as required.
Next, for each type A we introduce an operator itNA of arity
ðA; }(A(A; }(A(AÞN(A
for recursion on notation. The semantics of this operator is given by sitN ðg; h0 ; h1 Þt ¼ f where
f ð0Þ ¼ sgt;
f ð2ðx þ 1ÞÞ ¼ sh0 tð}; f ðx þ 1ÞÞ;
f ð2x þ 1Þ ¼ sh1 tð}; f ðxÞÞ:
Induction on the size of the argument shows that itNA ðg; h0 ; h1 Þ is non-size-increasing if g; h0 ; h1 are
so that Proposition 2.1 continues to hold in the presence of itNA .
Notice the typing of itNA as an operator rather than a higher order constant; hence the fact that
the functions sgt, sh0 t, sh1 t do not increase the size is crucial here. If h0 or h1 increase the size by a
constant (as would be the case if they were allowed to contain variables) then itN ðg; h0 ; h1 Þ would
multiply the size by that constant, thus violating the intended invariant.
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From itN we can define an operator for primitive recursion: If g : X ; h0 ; h1 : }(ðX  NÞ(X are
closed terms as indicated then we can obtain
recN ðg; h0 ; h1 Þ : N(X
with semantics srecN ðg; h0 ; h1 Þt ¼ f where
f ð0Þ ¼ sgt
f ð2xÞ ¼ sh0 tð}Þðf ðxÞ; xÞ when x > 0
f ð2x þ 1Þ ¼ sh1 tð}Þðf ðxÞ; xÞ
by invoking itN with result type A ¼ X  N and parameters constructed from g; h0 ; h1 in the obvious
way. This gives a function N(X  N from which we obtain the desired function by projection.
Notice that due to the cartesian product  as opposed to  in a primitive recursion using recN
we can access either the recursion variable or make a recursive function call but are not allowed to
do both. It is not possible to deﬁne recN with  instead of .
From recN we can in turn deﬁne a constant for case distinction:
caseN : ðX  ð}(N(X Þ  ð}(N(X ÞÞ(N(X
with semantics
scaseN tðg; h0 ; h1 Þð0Þ ¼ g;
scaseN tðg; h0 ; h1 Þð2ðx þ 1ÞÞ ¼ h0 ðx þ 1Þ;
scaseN tðg; h0 ; h1 Þð2x þ 1Þ ¼ h1 ðxÞ;
where this time the arguments g; h0 ; h1 may contain parameters. To do this, we invoke recN with
the higher order result type
ðX  ð}(N(X Þ  ð}(N(X ÞÞ(X
and the obvious arguments.
The cartesian product (as opposed to ) in the type of caseN is a ‘‘feature’’; it means that a
variable can be used in each branch and still count as linear. Notice that we only need to introduce
itNA as syntactic primitive; recN and caseN are then deﬁnable using just aﬃne linear lambda calculus.
Example. Using these building blocks it is easy to deﬁne an addition function
add : N(N(N(N
such that saddtðx; y; cÞ ¼ x þ y þ ðcðmod 2ÞÞ. All we need to do is to translate the obvious recursive equations into a formal deﬁnition involving recN and caseN .
The obvious deﬁnition of multiplication in terms of addition is not possible since it is nonlinear;
nevertheless multiplication is deﬁnable by the expressivity result in Section 4.6.
However, it is easy to deﬁne the function padðx; yÞ ¼ x½y þ y.
Notice that we cannot deﬁne the function f : N ! N from the Introduction given by
f ð0Þ ¼ 1;
f ðxÞ ¼ 4f

j x k
2
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since it exhibits quadratic growth. Deﬁning it by diagonalising pad violates linearity. The obvious
formalisation of the recursive deﬁnition would use itNA with result type A ¼ N and arguments
g ¼ 0;
h0 ¼ h1 ¼ kc : }:kz : N:S0 ðcÞðS0 ðcÞðzÞÞ:
However, the last deﬁnition is not type correct because the variable c : } is used twice.
This illustrates the restricting eﬀect of the }-resource. We can only apply as many constructor
symbols ðS0 ; S1 Þ as we have variables of type } in our local context.
4.2. Lists
Similarly, we can introduce a type of lists LðAÞ for each type A (formally by extending the
grammar for the types with the clause... jLðAÞjÞ. The set-theoretic semantics of the new type

former is given by sLðAÞt ¼ sAt and the size function is
n
X
sLðAÞ ð½a1 ; . . . ; an Þ ¼ n þ
sA ðai Þ:
i¼1

The usual constructor functions for lists give rise to constants
nilA : LðAÞ
consA : }(A(LðAÞ(LðAÞ:
Taking the length of a list to be merely the sum of the sizes of its entries would be unreasonable as
the entries might all have zero size; e.g., we could have A ¼ N(N and ai ¼ kx : N:x.
LðAÞ
For each type X we introduce an operator itA of arity
ðX ; }(A(X (X ÞLðAÞ(X
with semantics sitLðAÞ ðg; hÞt ¼ f whenever
f ð½ Þ ¼ sgt;
f ða :: lÞ ¼ shtð}ÞðaÞðf ðlÞÞ:
As in the case of integers we can deﬁne an operator recLðAÞ which from g : X and
h : }(A(ðX  LðAÞÞ(X constructs recLðAÞ ðg; hÞ : LðAÞ(X with the obvious semantics and also
a case construct.
The existence of the iterator for lists has a category-theoretic interpretation:
P for length space A
let LðAÞ be the length space with jLðAÞj ¼ jAj and sLðAÞ ða1 . . . an Þ ¼ n þ i sA ðai Þ. Let } be the
length space j}j ¼ f}g and s} ð}Þ ¼ 1.
Now LðAÞ is the initial algebra for the functor T : L ! L given by T ðX Þ ¼ I þ }  A  X .
4.3. Trees
Likewise we can deﬁne binary labelled trees TðAÞ with constructors
leaf : A(TðAÞ;
node : }(A(TðAÞ(TðAÞ(TðAÞ:
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The set sTðAÞt then consists of binary trees with both leaves and nodes labelled with elements of
sAt. The size of such a tree is given by the number of its nodes plus the sizes (w.r.t. sA Þ of all its
labels.
TðAÞ
We can then justify an iteration construct itX of arity
ðA(X ; }(A(X (X (X ÞTðAÞ(X
TðAÞ

with semantics given by f ¼ sitX tðg; hÞiff
f ðleafðaÞÞ ¼ gðaÞ;
f ðnodeðc; a; l; rÞÞ ¼ hðc; a; f ðlÞ; f ðrÞÞ:
By following this pattern other inductively deﬁned datatypes can be introduced as well.
We remark that in the deﬁnition of f ðnodeðc; a; l; rÞÞ two recursive calls to f are made which
indicates that it is not easily possible to encode trees in terms of natural numbers or lists. We also
remark that the type of entries in a tree type need not be basic; it can be functional, a list type, or a
tree type itself. The same goes for the type of entries in a list.
4.4. Booleans
We also introduce a base type of Boolean values B with sBt ¼ ftt; ffg and size function
sB ðxÞ ¼ 0. We can justify constants tt : B, ﬀ : B and a construct for case distinction
if : B(ðA  AÞ(A:
The cartesian product as opposed to a tensor product signiﬁes that a variable may occur in both
branches of a case distinction without violating linearity.
We may use the more suggestive notation if e1 then e2 else e3 for if ðe1 ; e2 ; e3 Þ and we have the
following derived typing rule for this construct:
C ‘R e1 : B D ‘R e2 : A D ‘R e3 : A
:
C; D ‘R if e1 then e2 else e3 : A

ðIfÞ

It asserts that a free variable may be shared among the branches of a case distinction, but not
among the branches and the guard. We will study more relaxed versions of this rule later.
4.5. Examples
Concatenation of lists @ : LðAÞ(LðAÞ(LðAÞ is deﬁnable as
LðAÞ

@ ¼def itLðAÞ(LðAÞ ð
kl : LðAÞ:l;
kc : }:ka : A:kp : LðAÞ(LðAÞ:kl0 : LðAÞ:
consðc; a; pðlÞÞÞ
This readily allows us to produce the list of leaf labellings of a tree (disregarding the labels in
the nodes) as a function leaves: TðAÞ(}(LðAÞ by
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TðAÞ

leaves ¼def it}(LðAÞ ð
ka : A:kc : }:consðc; a; nilÞ;
kc1 : }:ka : A:kl; r : }(LðAÞ:
kc2 : }:ðlc1 Þ@ðrc2 ÞÞ
The extra }-argument is needed because there is always one more leaf than there are nodes.
Similarly, we can deﬁne a function node TðAÞ(LðAÞ giving the list of node labellings. If we want
to get the list of all labels we need another tree type in which leaves also require a }-argument.
For our trees this function increases the size and hence cannot be representable.
For a more ambitious example we will now turn to the insertion sort algorithm mentioned in
the introduction. We assume a closed comparison function leq : ðA  AÞ(B  A  A which besides comparing two elements also gives them back for further processing. Below in Section 6 we
discuss a general method for obtaining such a comparison function from an ordinarily typed one.
Now, we use recLðAÞ with result type X ¼ }(A(LðAÞ. We deﬁne g : X by
g ¼ kx : }:ka : A:consA ðx; a; nilA Þ
and h : }(A(ðX  LðAÞÞÞ(X by
h ¼ kx : }:ka : A:kp : X  LðAÞ:ky : }:kb : A:
let leqða  bÞ ¼ t  a  b in

if t

consA ðx; a; p:1ðy; bÞÞ
consA ðx; b; consA ðy; a; p:2ÞÞÞ
LðAÞ

We put insertA ¼def recX ðg; hÞ. If l : LðAÞ is sorted in the increasing order w.r.t. leq then so is
insertA ðx; a; lÞ and its elements agree with those of a :: l. Notice here how the use of a functional
result type X in the deﬁnition of insertA allows us to subsume its deﬁnition under the recLðAÞ
construct. Now we obtain insertion sort as sort ¼ itLðAÞ ðnilA ; insertA Þ.
Similarly, the usual functional implementations of heap sort (involving a binary tree as an
intermediate data structure), breadth-ﬁrst traversal, or the function of type LðTðAÞÞ(LðTðAÞÞ
describing one step in HuﬀmanÕs algorithm are directly representable in the system. In order to
represent divide-and-conquer algorithms such as quicksort one needs another recursion pattern
which we discuss below in Section 8.
4.6. Expressivity
At present2 we are not in a position to characterise the functions deﬁnable in aﬃne linear
lambda calculus with the above iteration principles. The best we can oﬀer is that all functions
computable in polynomial time and simultaneously in linear space are representable.

2

Note added in proof: meanwhile it could be shown that all non-size-increasing polynomial time computable
functions, thus in particular all characteristic functions of problems in P , can be deﬁned in the system. See [10] for
details.
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Proposition 4.1. Let f : LðAÞ(LðAÞ be a closed term. We can define a closed term f # : LðAÞ(LðAÞ
such that
sf # tðlÞ ¼ f lengthðlÞ ðlÞ:
Proof. Deﬁne g : LðAÞ(LðAÞ(LðAÞ by
gð½ Þðl0 Þ ¼ l0 ;
gða :: lÞðl0 Þ ¼ f ðgðlÞðl0 @½aÞÞ;
where l@l0 denotes the concatenation of l and l0 and lengthðlÞ is the number of entries of l.
LðAÞ
It is clear that this can be translated into a legal deﬁnition of g using itLðAÞ(LðAÞ . Induction
lengthðlÞ 0
0
ðl @lÞ.
readily shows that sgtðl; l Þ ¼ sf t
Hence, we can put f # ðlÞ ¼ gðlÞ (nil). 
Iterating the #-operation and composition allows us to iterate f any polynomial (in lengthðlÞÞ
many times provided f does not shorten its argument, i.e., provided lengthðf ðlÞÞ ¼ lengthðlÞ.
Therefore, we can represent linear space, polynomial time computable functions in the following sense:
Theorem 4.1. Let f : N ! N be computable in polynomial time and linear space such that moreover
jf ðxÞj 6 jxj. Then f is the denotation of a closed term of type N(N.
Proof. We may assume that f is computed by a polynomially time-bounded Turing machine M
having one I/O tape and k worktapes, which is initialised by writing the input on the I/O tape and
on all the worktapes and which never writes beyond the space occupied by this initialisation. The
one step function of this machine can be represented as a closed term of type W (W where
W ¼ LðB      BÞ with k þ 1 factors corresponding to the k þ 1 tapes. Iterating this function the
required (polynomial) number of times and composing with initialisation and output extracting
functions gives the result. 

5. Polynomial-time
Our aim is now to prove that whenever e : N(N is a closed term then set will be polynomial
time computable. It seems that in general linear space does not suﬃce to compute set; however,
this is the case for the ﬁrst-order tail recursive fragment used in the proof of Theorem 4.6. See [9]
for some more detail.
Our strategy is to assign certain resource-bounded algorithms to terms in such a way that
realisers for ﬁrst-order terms are PTIME algorithms for their set-theoretic denotations. It simpliﬁes the presentation if we ﬁrst deﬁne this realisation abstractly for an arbitrary partial BCKalgebra (the aﬃne-linear analogue of partial combinatory algebra) and then show how the
required resource-bounded algorithms can be organised into such an algebra and how the iteration constructs can be interpreted.
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Deﬁnition 5.1. A partial BCK-algebra (BCK-algebra for short) is given by a set H and a partial
function app: H  H ! H , written as juxtaposition associating to the left, and constants
B; C; K 2 H
such that
B1 Bx; Bxy; Cx; Cxy; Kx; Kxy are always deﬁned.
B2 Bxyz ¼ xðyzÞ,
B3 Cxyz ¼ xzy,
B4 Kxy ¼ x.
Here ¼ denotes ‘‘Kleene equality’’; i.e., the left-hand side is deﬁned iﬀ die right-hand side is and
both are equal.
An identity combinator I with Ix ¼ x can be deﬁned as I ¼ CKK.
Lemma 5.1. Let H be a BCK-algebra and t be a term in the language of BCK-algebras and containing constants from H. If the free variable x appears at most once in t then we can find a term kx:t
not containing x such that for each s 2 H the equation ðkx:tÞs ¼ t½s=x is valid in H in the following
sense: if a closed substitution instance of either side is defined, so is the other and they are equal.
Proof. By induction on the structure of t. If t does not contain x then we put kx:t ¼ Kt. If t ¼ x
then kx:t ¼ I. If t ¼ t1 t2 and x does not appear in t1 then kx:t ¼ Bt1 ðk:x:t2 Þ. Notice that this is
deﬁned by B1. If t ¼ t1 t2 and x does not appear in t2 then kx:t ¼ Ct1 ðkx:t1 Þt2 . Again, notice that
deﬁnedness follows from B1. 
For example, if x; y are variables then kf :fxy ¼ CðCIxÞy. Further abstraction yields the pairing
combinator
T ¼ kx:ky:kf :fxy:
It has the property that Tuv is always deﬁned and Tuvf ¼ fuv.
In fact, we can equivalently take T ¼ BCðCIÞ. Another important combinator is O ¼ CK satisfying Ouv ¼ v.
We will subsequently use untyped aﬃne linear lambda terms to denote elements of particular
BCK-algebras. The following is handy in calculations:
Lemma 5.2. Let t be a term containing variable x at most once and s 2 H and y 6¼ x. We have
ðkx:tÞ½s=y ¼ kx:t½s=y:
Proof. Induction on the deﬁnition of kx:t:



This means that a b-rule is sound for reasoning with meta-notations involving kx.
5.1. Realisation of aﬃne linear lambda calculus
Fix a BCK-algebra H and an assignment of a relation A ! H  sAt for every basic type A.
Such relation can then be extended to all types by the following assignments:
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e A(B f () 8a:8t:t A a ) et B f ðaÞ
e AB ða; bÞ () 9u:9v:e ¼ Tuv ^ u A a ^ v B b
e AB ða; bÞ () eK A a ^ eO B b:
Whenever we write here or in the remainder of the paper et B . . . then this means in particular
that the application et is deﬁned.
If g is an environment for context C and t 2 H then we write t C g to mean that
t ¼ Tt1 ðTt2 ðT . . . ðTtn KÞ . . .Þ where x1 ; . . . ; xn is an enumeration of domðCÞ and ti Cðxi Þ gðxi Þ.
Deﬁnition 5.2. Let H be a BCK-algebra. A subalgebra of H is given by a set H0 ! H which
contains B; C; K and is closed under application.
Deﬁnition 5.3. Let H0 be a subalgebra of some BCK-algebra H.
An operator op of arity ðA1 ; . . . ; An ÞA admits a realisation in H0 if there exists a function
top : H0n ! H0 such that vi Ai xi for i ¼ 1 . . . n implies top ðv1 ; . . . ; vn ÞA soptðx1 ; . . . ; xn Þ.
Note that we do not require the function top to be ‘‘tracked’’ by an element of H. Induction on
typing derivations now yields the following soundness result.
Theorem 5.1. Let H be a BCK-algebra with subalgebra H0 . If every operator admits a realisation in
H0 then for each term C ‘ e : A there exists an element te 2 H0 such that whenever t C g then
te t A setg.
Example. We can take H ¼ N; ex ¼ e þ x; B ¼ C ¼ K ¼ 0; H0 ¼ f0g and realise basic types B by
e B b iﬀ sB ðbÞ 6 e where sB is some size function. It then turns out that e A a iﬀ sA ðaÞ 6 e for
arbitrary type A and Proposition 2.1 becomes a corollary of Theorem 5.1.
5.2. Category-theoretic viewpoint
Again, we can view the assignment of realisers to terms as an interpretation in an appropriate
category.
Deﬁnition 5.4. Let H be a BCK-algebra and H0 ! H a subalgebra. The category H of H-sets has
as objects pairs X ¼ ðjX j; X Þ where jX j is a set and X ! H  jX j is a relation. A morphism from
X to Y is a function f : jX j ! jY j such that there exists e 2 H0 with t X x ) et Y f ðxÞ for all
x 2 jX j and t 2 H .
The category H is a symmetric monoidal closed category with respect to the tensor product
given by jX  Y j ¼ jX j  jY j and X Y ¼ fðTuv; ðx; yÞÞ j u X x ^ v Y yg.
The corresponding linear function space is given by jX (Y j ¼ jX j ! jY j and
e X (Y f () 8x:8t:t X a ) et Y f ðaÞ.
The category H also has cartesian products given by jX  Y j ¼ jX j  jY j and
e X Y ðx; yÞ () eK X x ^ eO Y y.
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The terminal object coincides with the unit for the tensor product and is given by
jIj ¼ f0g; K I 0.
The category H also has co-products whose deﬁnition is left to the reader as an easy exercise.
Unlike L the category H is not in general cartesian-closed, at least not if PSPACE 6¼ PTIME. See
Section 7 below.
5.3. Pairing function and length
Usually, complexity of number-theoretic functions is measured in terms of the binary length
j % j. This length measure has the disadvantage that there does not exist an injective function
h%; %i : N  N ! N such that jhx; yij ¼ jxj þ jyj þ Oð1Þ (Thanks to John Longley for a short
proof of this fact.) The best we can achieve is a logarithmic overhead:
Lemma 5.3. There exist injections num : N ! N; h%; %i : N  N ! N with disjoint images such
that numðxÞ; hx; yi as well as their inverses are computable in linear time and such that moreover we
have
jhx; yij ¼ jxj þ jyj þ 2kyk þ 3
jnumðxÞj ¼ jxj þ 1:
Recall that kxk ¼ jaj when a ¼ jxj.
Proof. Let F ðxÞ be the functionP
which writes out the
Pbinary representation of x using 00 for 0 and
01 for l; i.e., formally, F ðxÞ ¼ ni¼0 4i ci when x ¼ ni¼0 2i ci .
We now deﬁne hx; yi as xbyb1b1bF ðjyjÞb0 where b is juxtaposition of bit sequences; i.e.,
xby ¼ x  2jyj þ y. We deﬁne numðxÞ as xb1 ¼ 2x þ 1.
In order to decode z ¼ hx; yi we strip oﬀ the least signiﬁcant bit (which indicates that we have a
pair) and then continue reading the binary representation until we encounter the ﬁrst two consecutive ones (1s). What we have read so far is interpreted as the length of y. Reading this far
further ahead gives us the value of y. The remaining bits correspond to x. 
Now we deﬁne a length measure in such a way that the above pairing function produces
constant overhead:
Deﬁnition 5.5. The length function ‘ðxÞ is deﬁned recursively by
‘ðnumðxÞÞ ¼ jxj þ 1
‘ðhx; yiÞ ¼ ‘ðxÞ þ ‘ðyÞ þ 3
‘ðxÞ ¼ jxj;

otherwise:

Lemma 5.4. For every x 2 N:
jxj P ‘ðxÞ P jxj=ð1 þ kxkÞ:
Proof. By course-of-values induction on x. If x is not of the form hu; vi then the result is direct. So
assume the latter and that the inequalities have been established for u and v.
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Now, jhu; vij P juj þ jvj þ 3 P ‘ðuÞ þ ‘ðvÞ þ 3 ¼ ‘ðhu; viÞ so the ﬁrst inequality holds. For the
second one we calculate as follows.
jhu; vij ¼ juj þ jvj þ 2kvk þ 3
6 ‘ðuÞð1 þ kukÞ þ ‘ðvÞð1 þ kvkÞ þ 2kvk þ 3
6 ð‘ðuÞ þ ‘ðvÞÞð1 þ khu; vikÞ þ 2khu; vik þ 3
6 ð‘ðuÞ þ ‘ðvÞ þ 3Þð1 þ khu; vikÞ



ðIHÞ

Proposition 5.1. For each e > 0 there is a constant c such that the function }ðxÞ ¼ cx1þ satisfies
P1 x 6 y ) }ðxÞ 6 }ðyÞ (monotonicity)
P2 a}ðxÞ þ b}ðyÞ 6 }ðax þ byÞ (sublinearity)
P3 jxj 6 }ðlðxÞÞ
for x; y 2 N.
Proof. P1 is obvious. For P2 we ﬁrst show x1þe þ y 1þe 6 ðx þ yÞ1þe when x; y P 0. For x ¼ 0 or
y ¼ 0 we have equality. For x; y > 0 the derivative of the diﬀerence (w.r.t. x) is positive, so we are
done. Now P2 follows since obviously a}ðxÞ 6 }ðaxÞ. P3 clearly holds for jxj ¼ 0. If jxj > 0 we let
d ¼ e=ð1 þ eÞ, hence 1 þ e ¼ 1=ð1 % dÞ, and choose d such that 1 þ kxk 6 djxjd . Notice that
1%d
1þe
and hence d 1þe ðjxj=ð1 þ kxkÞÞ P jxj. The
kxk ¼ OðlogðjxjÞÞ. This gives djxj=ð1 þ kxkÞ P jxj
1þe
claim now follows from P1 and Lemma 5.4 with c ¼ d . 
We will henceforth assume that a function } with properties P1, P2, P3 has been ﬁxed (not
necessarily but most conveniently of the form cx1þ2 Þ.
We remark that P2, P3 imply
a1 jx1 j þ    þ an jxn j 6 }ða1 ‘ðx1 Þ þ    þ an ‘ðxn ÞÞ:
5.4. The BCK-algebra
The idea is that an element of the algebra to be constructed is an algorithm or a piece of data
together with a polynomial and a size value which together will determine the (maximum)
runtime of applications involving it. Unfortunately, using arbitrary length measures rather than
‘ or j % j is delicate as administrative intermediate computations are linear in j % j, but may be
exponential or worse in some arbitrarily assigned size measure. So the runtime bounds will
depend both on the pair (size value, polynomial) and on the actual length ‘ðxÞ. Algorithms will
be encoded as natural numbers using G€
odelisation of some universal machine model, e.g.,
Turing machines or LISP expressions. If e is such an algorithm then by fegðxÞ we denote the
computation of e on input x and also the result of this computation if it terminates. By
Time(fegðxÞ), resp. Space(fegðxÞ) we denote the runtime, resp. space consumption, of this
computation.
By polynomial we will henceforth understand a unary polynomial with nonnegative integer
coeﬃcients. If p; q are polynomials and m 2 N we write p 6 m q to mean that ðq % pÞðxÞ is positive
and monotone for all x P m. For example, we have 10x 6 10 x2 .
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Deﬁnition 5.6. The set C comprises the natural numbers of the form x ¼ hpx ; hnumðlx Þ; ax ii where
px is (an encoding of) a polynomial, lx is a natural number thought of as abstract size, and ax is a
natural number encoding the data or the algorithm embodied in x.
A partial application function on C is deﬁned as follows: given e; x 2 C then ex equals the result
y of the computation fae gðxÞ provided that
C1 y 2 C
C2 ly 6 le þ lx
C3 py 6 le þlx pe þ px
C4 ‘ðyÞ 6 p þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðxÞ
C5 Time (fae gðxÞÞ 6 }ðdðp þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðxÞÞÞ,
where p ¼ ðpe þ px % py Þðle þ lx Þ (notice that p P 0Þ and d ¼ p þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðxÞ % ‘ðyÞ.
Otherwise, ex is undeﬁned. This includes the case where fae gðxÞ itself is undeﬁned. We call p the
polynomial allowance of the application ex and d its defect.
Ideally, we would like to allow merely time p for application but as said above we also have to
allow time for administrative computations like accessing components of tuples which are linear
in jej þ jxj and hence linear in }ð‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðxÞÞ.
By padding the ‘-length we can always blow up the defect so as to account for an arbitrary
linear factor; see Lemma 5.5 below.
The reason for the use of subtraction in the deﬁnition of polynomial allowance and defect has
to do with the deﬁnability of composition and is explained in more detail in [7]. The veriﬁcation of
composition in the proof of Theorem 5.2 below makes essential use of this.
The preliminary version of this paper [6] had a simpler condition C3, namely py 6 pe þ px coeﬃcientwise. Unfortunately, this condition is not satisﬁed for the polynomials constructed in the
realisation of tree iteration (Theorem 5.3 below). Another diﬀerence between the present approach and the one in Theorem 5.3 is that runtime and size bounds were actively monitored
during the computation of ex which could therefore be assumed total by cutting oﬀ in case of time
or size overﬂow.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that cand is an algorithm and D is a subset of C such that whenever x 2 D then
{cand}ðxÞ terminates with a result y 2 C and, moreover, there exists a polynomial p and integer
constants l, c such that
ly 6 l þ lx
py 6 lþlx p þ px
‘ðyÞ 6 p þ ‘ðxÞ þ c
TimeðfcandgðxÞÞ 6 }ððd þ cÞðp þ ‘ðxÞ þ cÞÞ;
where p ¼ ðp þ px % py Þðl þ lx Þ and d ¼ p þ ‘ðxÞ % ‘ðyÞ. Then we can find e 2 C with pe ¼ p and
le ¼ l such that ex ¼ fcandgðxÞ for all x 2 D.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that ‘ðcandÞ P c. We can then put
e ¼ hp; hnumðlÞ; candii. 
Deﬁnition 5.7. The operation  : C  C ! C is deﬁned by
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pxy ¼ px þ py
lxy ¼ lx þ ly
axy ¼ hax ; hay ; hpdiff ; numðldiff Þiii;
where ldiff is such that lx and ly can be computed from ldiff and lx þ ly in linear time and moreover
‘ðlx þ ly Þ þ ‘ðldiff Þ ¼ ‘ðlx Þ þ ‘ðly Þ þ Hð1Þ. The same should hold for ‘‘l’’ replaced with ‘‘p’’.
To achieve the required properties on ldiff we can for example put
ldiff ¼

2lx ;
2lx þ 1;

if lx 6 ly
if ly < lx

and apply this procedure coeﬃcientwise to the polynomials.
This guarantees that ‘ðx  yÞ ¼ ‘ðxÞ þ ‘ðyÞ þ Hð1Þ; i.e., the diﬀerence of both sides is bounded
by a constant.
Proposition 5.2. (Parametrisation). For every e 2 C there exists e0 2 C with le0 ¼ le ; pe0 ¼ pe such
that e0 x is always deﬁned and eðx  yÞ ¼ e0 xy in the Kleene sense.
Proof. We deﬁne pe0 ¼ pe and le0 ¼ le as required. We deﬁne z ¼ ae0 in such a way that
pfzgðxÞ ¼ pe þ px
lfzgðxÞ ¼ le þ lx
fafzgðxÞ gðyÞ ¼ eðx  yÞ:
If this is done reasonably then the time needed to compute fzgðxÞ is linear in jxj and the time needed
to compute fafzgðxÞ gðyÞ equals the time needed to compute eðx  yÞ from e; x; y plus Oðjxj þ jyjÞ.
Moreover, we have ‘ðfzgðxÞÞ 6 ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðxÞ þ Oð1Þ. Here we use the property of the ‘-length to
allow pairing with constant overhead.
Thus, by choosing ‘ðzÞ suﬃciently large we can achieve that
e0 x ¼ fzgðxÞð¼ fae0 gðxÞÞ
and also
ðfzgðxÞÞy ¼ fafzgðxÞ gðyÞð¼ eðx  yÞÞ;
i.e., in both cases no cut-oﬀ due to time or size overﬂow takes place.
This shows that e0 has the required property. 
If we would drop the size requirement on pdiff , ldiff then we would need to require
‘ðeðx  yÞÞ 6 ðpe þ px þ py % peðxyÞ Þðle þ lx þ ly Þ þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðxÞ þ ‘ðyÞ
as an extra premise to Proposition 5.2. Notice mat this requirement is automatically satisﬁed with
our deﬁnition of x  y.
Theorem 5.2. There exist constants B; C; K 2 C such that the above application function defines a
BCK-algebra structure in such a way that lB ¼ lC ¼ lK ¼ 0 and pB ¼ pC ¼ pK ¼ 0.
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Proof. Let comp be the obvious algorithm which computes eðfxÞ from (e  f Þ  x. Notice that
e; f ; x can be recovered from ðe  f Þ  x by virtue of the ldiff , pdiff components.
Assume that eðfxÞ and hence fx are deﬁned. We introduce the following abbreviations:
y ¼ fx;
z ¼ ey;
p1 ¼ ðpf þ px % py Þðlf þ lx Þ;
p2 ¼ ðpe þ py % pz Þðle þ ly Þ;
p ¼ ðpe þ pf þ px % pz Þðle þ lf þ lx Þ;
d1 ¼ p1 þ ‘ðf Þ þ ‘ðxÞ % ‘ðyÞ;
d2 ¼ p2 þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðyÞ % ‘ðzÞ;
d ¼ p þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðf Þ þ ‘ðxÞ % lðzÞ:
Notice that p1 þ p2 6 p and hence d1 þ d2 6 d. We now have
lfcompgððef ÞxÞ ¼ lz 6 le þ ly 6 le þ lf þ lx ¼ lðef Þx :
Next, from py 6 lf þlx pf þ px and pz 6 le þly pe þ py it follows that py 6 le þlf þlx pf þ px and
pz 6 le þlf þlx pe þ py and hence pz 6 le þlf þlx pe þ pf þ px .
Then,
‘ðfcompgððe  f Þ  xÞÞ 6 p2 þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðyÞ
6 p2 þ p1 þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðf Þ þ ‘ðxÞ
6 p þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðf Þ þ ‘ðxÞ
¼ p þ ‘ððe  f Þ  xÞ:
The runtime of fcompgððe  f Þ  xÞ is ttot ¼ t1 þ t2 þ ta where
t1 6 }ðd1 ðp1 þ ‘ðf Þ þ ‘ðxÞÞÞ
t2 6 }ðd2 ðp2 þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðyÞÞÞ
ta ¼ Oðjej þ jf j þ jxj þ jyj þ jzjÞ:
Sublinearity and arithmetic gives us
t1 þ t2 6 }ðd1 ðp1 þ ‘ðf Þ þ ‘ðxÞÞ þ ðd2 þ cÞðp2 þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðyÞÞÞ
6 }ðd1 ðp1 þ ‘ðf Þ þ ‘ðxÞÞ þ ðd2 þ cÞðp2 þ ‘ðeÞ þ p1 þ ‘ðf Þ þ ‘ðxÞÞÞ
6 }ðdðp þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðf Þ þ ‘ðxÞÞÞ:
Furthermore, sublinearity allows us to ﬁnd a constant c such that
ta 6 }ðcðp þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðf Þ þ ‘ðxÞÞÞ
so that, ﬁnally,
ttot 6 }ððd þ cÞðp þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðf Þ þ ‘ðxÞÞÞ:
Hence, Lemma 5.4 with D ¼ fðe  f Þ  x j eðfxÞ deﬁned} then gives us B0 2 C with
B0 ððe  f Þ  xÞ ¼ eðfxÞ. The desired combinator B is then obtained by parametrisation. The other
combinators are similar. 
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It follows immediately that C0 :¼ fx 2 C j lx ¼ 0g forms a subalgebra of C.
We will now describe a realisation of the base types and operators of our linear lambda calculus
enabling us to prove the main result.
Booleans are realised by K and O, respectively. The sole element } of } is realised by the element } deﬁned by
l} ¼ 1 ^ p} ¼ 0 ^ a} ¼ 0:
The relation N is deﬁned inductively by
TKKN 0
tN x þ 1 ) TOðTKðT } tÞÞN 2ðx þ 1Þ
tN x ) TOðTOðT } tÞÞN 2x þ 1:
The relation LðAÞ is deﬁned inductively by
TKKLðAÞ ½ 
a A a0 ^ lLðAÞ l0 ) TOðT }ðTalÞÞLðAÞ a0 :: l0 :
The relation TðAÞ is deﬁned inductively by
aA a0 ) TKaTðAÞ leafða0 Þ;
aA a0 ^ lTðAÞ l0 ^ rTðAÞ r0 ) TOðT } ðTaðTlrÞÞÞTðAÞ nodeða0 ; l0 ; r0 Þ:
Theorem 5.3. All the operators described in Section 2 and summarised in Fig. 1 admit a realisation in
C0 .
Proof. The realisation of the constants is direct; for example consA : }(A(LðAÞ(LðAÞ may be
realised by
kc:ka:kl:TOðTcðTalÞÞ:
Next, we consider the operator itTðAÞ , the other ones being similar.
Suppose we are given u 2 C0 and v 2 C0 such that uA(X g and v}(A(X (X (X h for appropriately typed set-theoretic functions g; h. Our task is to exhibit w 2 C0 such that tTðAÞ t0 implies
wtX f ðt0 Þ where f : sTðAÞt ! sX t is the function deﬁned recursively by

Fig. 1. Signature of operators.
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f ðleafðaÞÞ ¼ gðaÞ
f ðnodeða; l; rÞÞ ¼ hð}; a; f ðlÞ; f ðrÞÞ:
If p is a polynomial and n 2 N we write n  p for the polynomial p þ    þ p with n summands.
Let a realiser for a tree t be given. We construct from t an element Bt 2 C with the following
properties:
% tTðAÞ t0 ) tBt X f ðt0 Þ
% lBt ¼ 0
% pBt 6 0 ðlt þ 1Þ  pu þ lt  pv
% ‘ðBt Þ 6 cððlt þ 1Þ  ‘ðuÞ þ lt  ‘ðvÞÞ for some constant c:
a:u
a (recall that in this case t ¼ TKa, so indeed
If tTðAÞ leafða0 Þ for some a0 2 sAt then Bt ¼ kx:k
tB ¼ uaX f ðt0 ÞÞ. Also lBt ¼ 0 since u 2 C0 and pBt 6 0 pu since pB ¼ pC ¼ pK ¼ 0.
If tTðAÞ nodeða0 ; l0 ; r0 Þ, hence t ¼ TOðT }ðTaðTlrÞÞÞ and Bl ; Br have already been deﬁned, then we
would like to have
t

tBt ¼ v}aðlBl ÞðrBr Þ:
We therefore put
akm3 :m3 ðklk
r  vc
aðlBl Þð
rBr ÞÞÞÞ:
Bt ¼ kxkm1 :m1 ðkckm2 :m2 ðk
r will be ‘‘bound’’ to O; }; a; l; r and the claim tBt X f ðt0 Þ
In evaluating tBt the variables x; c; a; l; 
follows inductively. To verify the other claims we observe that Bt is of the form
B0 uuu
  ﬄu} |ﬄﬄﬄ
vvvﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ
  ﬄ}v
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ
lt þ1

lt

0

with B a pure aﬃne lambda term, i.e., deﬁnable from B; C; K alone with lB0 ¼ pB0 ¼ 0 and
‘ðB0 Þ ¼ Oð‘ðtÞÞ.
Finally, we observe that no actual computation takes place in the deﬁnition of Bt . It merely
consists of arranging an appropriate number of copies of u and v in a pattern prescribed by the
structure of t. Therefore, the term Bt is computable in time OðjtjÞ.
Now notice that
ðlt þ 1Þ  pu þ lt  pv 6 lt ðx þ 1Þpu þ xpv :
This suggests pðxÞ ¼ c  ðx þ 1Þ  ðpu ðxÞ þ ‘ðuÞÞ þ x  ðpv ðxÞ þ ‘ðvÞÞ should be deﬁned as the resource polynomial for the realiser of f . We have
pBt 6 lt p
and moreover
pBt ðlt Þ þ ‘ðBt Þ 6 pðlt Þ:
This shows that the algorithm cand deﬁned by
fcandgðtÞ ¼ tBt
provides a realiser e for f via Lemma 5.5.
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Corollary 5.5.1. If e : N(N is a closed term. Then set 2 PTIME.
Proof. Immediate using the fact that if dN x then pd ¼ 0.



6. Restricted duplication
This section explores various relaxations of the linear typing discipline.
Deﬁnition 6.1. An element e 2 C with pe ¼ 0 is called a data element. A datatype is a type D such
that whenever eD d for some d 2 D then D is a data element.
The types B; }; N are datatypes; if D1 ; D2 are datatypes so are LðD1 Þ; TðD1 Þ; D1  D2 . In other
words, all types not containing the function space ( are datatypes.
Deﬁnition 6.2. A type P is passive if there exists a constant C such that whenever e P p then
le ¼ 0 and ‘ðeÞ 6 C.
For each datatype D and passive type P we introduce a constant
dupD;P : ðD(P Þ(D(ðP  DÞ
with semantics
sdupD;P tðf ÞðdÞ ¼ ðf ðdÞ; dÞ:
Theorem 6.1. For each datatype D and passive type P there exists an element dup 2 C0 such that
dup ðD(P Þ(D(ðP DÞ sdupD;P t:
Proof. Let c be a bound on the ‘-length of realisers for P. Deﬁne eP ¼ e if le ¼ 0, ‘ðeÞ 6 c, and
eP ¼ 0, otherwise. Deﬁne eD ¼ e, if pe ¼ 0 and eD ¼ 0, otherwise.
Let cand be the obvious algorithm deﬁned by
P

fcandgðf  xÞ ¼ T ðfxD Þ xD :
We have
lfcandgðf xÞ ¼ lx
pfcandgðf xÞ ¼ pf
‘ðfcandgðf  xÞÞ 6 ‘ðT Þ þ c þ ‘ðxÞ note that pT ¼ 0:
Timeðfcandgðf  xÞÞ 6 }ðdðpf ðlx Þ þ c þ 2‘ðxÞÞÞ:
where d ¼ pf ðlx Þ þ 2‘ðxÞ þ Oð1Þ % ‘ðxÞ ¼ pf ðlx Þ þ ‘ðxÞ þ Oð1Þ.
The claim now follows from Lemma 5.5. 
We can use this result to construct a comparison function as required in the deﬁnition of insertion sort in Section 4.5. Namely, if we have deﬁned leq : ðA  AÞ(B where A is a datatype then
dupAA;P (leq) has the required functionality.
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Using dupD;B we can justify the following more relaxed typing rule for conditionals:
C; D ‘R e1 : B
D; H ‘R e2 : A
D; H ‘R e3 : A
C; D; H ‘R if e1 then e2 else e3 : A

ðIf-DupÞ

with the side condition that all the types mentioned in the shared context D are datatypes. This
might be a more convenient way to present the functionality of restricted duplication to the user.
Let us now study the necessity of the restrictions imposed on duplication as provided by dup.
If we would not require that P be passive then we could deﬁne a diagonal map d : D ( D  D
with sdtðdÞ ¼ ðd; dÞ for all datatypes D as
dupD;D ðkx : D:xÞ
We have already seen in the Introduction that this leads to exponential growth in the case
D ¼ LðNÞ or merely D ¼ }.
If we relax the restriction that D in dupD;P be a datatype it is still the case that all deﬁnable functions
are non-size-increasing. However, we can evaluate linear boolean-valued functions more than once
allowing us to encode PSPACE complete algorithms. Namely, we would then be able to deﬁne a map
d : ðX (BÞ(ðX (X (BÞ
which applies a given predicate to two elements and returns the conjunction of the results. Indeed,
for arbitrary type X let D be ðX (BÞ  X . Then applying dupD;B to the evaluation map D(B gives
an element of D(B  D from which we obtain the desired map d by currying and projection:
dðf Þ ¼ kx1 : X :kx2 : X :
let dupD;B ðkt : X (B  X :let t ¼ f  x in fxÞðf  x1 Þ ¼ b  f  x3 in
if b then fx2 else ff
Now consider the following pseudocode (taken from [12]) for a function
eval : Formulas (B
which evaluates a quantiﬁed boolean formula (encoded, e.g., as an appropriately labelled binary
tree).
evalðu ) wÞ ¼ if evalðuÞ then in evalðwÞelse tt
evalð8x:uÞ ¼ dðkv : B:evalðu½v=xÞÞðtt; ffÞ
Here u½v=x denotes substitution of a variable by a boolean constant, an operation readily deﬁnable by tree recursion.
Another possible relaxation would consist of allowing duplication of elements of a datatype
whenever this does not lead to a size increase in the result. For example, we could be tempted to
provide a constant
diagD;P : ðD(D(P Þ(ðD(P Þ
with semantics
sdiagD;P tðf ÞðdÞ ¼ f ðdÞðdÞ:
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This would allow us to apply a predicate to an exponentially large argument. More concretely, let
f : LðBÞ(X (B be a (closed) function with X arbitrary. The following pseudocode:
F ð½ ; xÞ ¼ kl : LðBÞ:f ðl; xÞ
F ðconsð}; b; l1 Þ; xÞ ¼ kl2 : LðBÞ:F ðl1 ; xÞðl2 @l2 Þ
could then be translated into a legal deﬁnition and, as is readily seen, we have
F ðl1 ; xÞðl2 Þ ¼ f ðl22

lengthðl1 Þ

; xÞ;

where ln denotes l@    @l with n factors.

7. Polynomial space
By changing ‘‘time’’ into ‘‘space’’ in the deﬁnition of C, i.e., replacing C5 by
Spaceðfae gðxÞÞ 6 }ðdðp þ ‘ðeÞ þ ‘ðxÞÞÞ;

ðC5space Þ

we obtain another BCK-algebra Cspace which obviously satisﬁes the same closure properties as C;
i.e., it allows for a realisation of our linear lambda calculus including operators associated to lists
and trees. Also Lemma 5.5 holds with ‘‘time’’ replaced by ‘‘space.’’
Theorem 7.1. There exists e 2 Cspace such that
e ðBX Þ(ðBX Þ id:
Proof. For x 2 Cspace let xB be x, if x 2 fK; Og and 0 otherwise; i.e., if xB x0 then xB ¼ x and
lxB ¼ pxB ¼ 0; ‘ðxB Þ 6 C for C ¼ maxð‘ðKÞ; ‘ðOÞÞ.
Let cand be the algorithm deﬁned by
candðtÞ ¼ T ðtKÞB ðtOÞ:
We have
lfcandgðtÞ 6 lt
pfcandgðtÞ 6 lt pt
‘ðfcandgðtÞÞ ¼ pt ðlt Þ þ ‘ðtÞ þ Oð1Þ
SpaceðfcandgðtÞÞ ¼ maxðSpaceðtKÞ; SpaceðtOÞÞ þ OðjtjÞ:
Hence, the space version of Lemma 5.5 provides e 2 Cspace such that et ¼ fcandgðtÞ and it is clear
from the deﬁnition of cand that this has the required property. 
It now follows that we can realise a conditional
if : ðB  X  X Þ(X
instead of the usual
if : B  ðX  X Þ(X :
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Using this, we can justify with Cspace the typing rule IF with the side condition on D removed.
I.e.,
C ‘R e1 : B
C ‘R e 2 : A
C ‘R e 3 : A
:
C ‘R if e1 then e2 else e3 : A

ðIf-PspaceÞ

This rule allows us to deﬁne dupD;B for arbitrary D and hence to deﬁne truth of quantiﬁed boolean
formulas as described above so that we obtain a characterisation of polynomial space.
In Section 5.2 we raised the question as to whether the category H of realisability sets is
cartesian closed. We can now show that unless PTIME ¼ PSPACE this is not the case when H
is C, i.e., the BCK-algebra for polynomial time. Suppose the contrary. In any cartesian-closed
category the functor—X preserves co-products. Since B ’ I þ I we would have
B  X ’ X þ X , but X þ X is isomorphic to B  X as is readily seen using the ordinary conditional. This means that if H is cartesian closed then truth of quantiﬁed boolean formulas can
be deﬁned.
We do not know whether the category of Cspace -sets is cartesian closed. However, it is easy to see
that it has function spaces of the form X ) D when D has the property that ‘ðxÞ 6 Cðlx þ 1Þ for all
realisers of D and a ﬁxed constant C. Examples of such objects D are the interpretations of the
datatypes as deﬁned above in Section 6.

8. Divide-and-conquer
As already mentioned in Section 5.2 we can justify co-product types. These allow us to formulate an operator for ‘‘divide-and-conquer’’ with the following arity and semantics:
dacX ;Y ;M : ðX (ðY þ ðX  M  X ÞÞ; Y  M  Y (Y ; M(}ÞX (Y
sdacX ;Y ;M tðs; j; wÞðxÞ ¼ f ðxÞ where ;
f ðxÞ ¼

y;

if sðxÞ ¼ inlðyÞ

jðf ðlÞ; m; f ðrÞÞ;

if sðxÞ ¼ inrðl; m; rÞ:

Notice that the third argument w : M(} ensures in view of Proposition 2.1 that sM ðmÞ > 0
whenever it is deﬁned. This guarantees termination of f ðxÞ after at most sX ðxÞ unfoldings. Let us
now show that, moreover, dac admits a realisation in C.
We assume the following realisation of co-product types: TKe X þY inlðxÞ when e X x and
TOe X þY inrðyÞ if e Y y.
Suppose s; j; w 2 C0 are realisers for the three arguments to dacX ;Y ;M . Towards a realisation of,
dacX ;Y ;M ðs; j; wÞ we let cand be the algorithm recursively deﬁned as follows:
fcandgðeÞ ¼

y
if se ¼ TKy;
jðT fcandgðlÞðTmðfcandgðrÞÞÞÞ if se ¼ TOðTlðTmrÞÞ:

Notice if e X x for some x then in the second case we have ll þ lr 6 le because wm } }; hence
lm P 1. This shows that in this case fcandgðeÞ terminates after le unfoldings. We do not care about
the (possibly undeﬁned) result in case e is not a realiser.
Let us introduce the following abbreviations:
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LðeÞ ¼ lfcandgðeÞ ;
P ðeÞ ¼ pfcandgðeÞ ;
LðeÞ ¼ ‘ðfcandgðeÞÞ;
TimeðeÞ ¼ TimeðfcandgðeÞÞ;
pðxÞ ¼ ð2x þ 1Þðps ðxÞ þ ‘ðsÞÞ þ xðpj ðxÞ þ ‘ðjÞÞ:
The following estimates can be established by course-of-values induction on le .
LðeÞ 6 e
P ðeÞ 6 le ð2le þ 1Þ  ps þ le  pj þ pe
LðeÞ 6 p þ ‘ðeÞ þ c
TimeðeÞ 6 }ðdðp þ ‘ðeÞÞÞ þ cðjej þ 1Þ;
where
p ¼ ðp þ pe % P ðeÞÞðle Þ;
d ¼ p þ ‘ðeÞ % ‘ðeÞ:
and c is some constant. Lemma 5 then furnishes the desired realiser.
Another way to obtain the ﬁrst three inequalities consists of noticing that whenever e X x then
there is a term Be built up from B; C; K alone; hence lBe ¼ pBe ¼ 0 such that
fcandgðeÞ ¼ Be e sss
. . . s jjj . . . j :
|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
2le þ1

le

Namely, Be lays out the computation tree associated with e. Unfortunately, unlike in the case of
tree iteration this term Be is not computable from e in linear time as its form depends on the
outcome of calls to s. However, one can intuitively argue that Be can be computed ‘‘on the ﬂy’’
according to the outcomes of the calls to s which are made anyway. We do not see a way for
making this argument fully precise so that if in doubt the reader must rely on the watertight but
lengthy proof by course-of-values induction.
9. Borrowing does not work
One might be tempted to allow for temporary borrowing of the }-resource, for instance in the
form of a constant
borrowX : ð}(ð}  X ÞÞ(X
with semantics
sborrowX tðf Þ ¼ x;

when sf tð}Þ ¼ ð}; xÞ:

In fact under the reading of } as a certain amount of memory space proposed in [9] such
borrowing would correspond to the region-based memory management introduced in [14].
We will show that at least in the presence of restricted duplication (Section 6) such a borrowing
functional leads outside the realm of polynomial space. First, we observe that with restricted
duplication and borrowing we can for each datatype D deﬁne a functional
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A : ð}  D(BÞ(ðD(BÞ
with semantics
sAtðf ÞðdÞ ¼ f ð}; dÞ:
Namely, we put
Aðf Þ ¼ kx : D:borrowB ðkd : }:let dup}D;B ðf Þðd  xÞ ¼ b  d 0  x in d 0  bÞ:
Using A we can deﬁne a functional
B : N(ðN(BÞ(B
with semantics
sBtðxÞðf Þ ¼ f ð½x2 Þ;
namely,
Bð0Þ ¼ kf : N(B:f ð0Þ;
BðS0 ðd; nÞÞ ¼ BðS1 ðd; nÞÞ ¼ kf : N(B:BðnÞðkn0 : :Aðkd 0  n00 : f :ðS0 ðd 0 ; S0 ðd; n00 ÞÞÞÞðn0 ÞÞ:
One further iteration gives us a functional
C : N(N(ðN(BÞ(B
with semantics
sCtðx; y; f Þ ¼ f ð2½x yÞ
whose presence leads beyond the realm of polynomial space.
We do not know whether this also happens in the absence of restricted duplication. There is,
however, no evident way to evaluate programs involving ‘‘borrowing’’ in polynomial space let
alone time.

10. Conclusion and further work
We have shown that the functions deﬁnable in aﬃne linear lambda calculus with a certain
iteration principle for inductive datatypes are polynomial time computable. Apart from linearity
and the counting of constructor symbols using the } base type the type system makes no further
restrictions and in particular oﬀers full-blown recursion principles for inductive datatypes with
arbitrary even higher-order result type.
We have also shown that by slightly relaxing the typing rule for conditionals we obtain a
characterisation of polynomial space.
Of course, rather than introducing } as a type one could introduce a more complex syntax with
a family of judgements C ‘n e : A and function spaces A(n B which would provide access to n
constructor symbols. Even better would be some kind of type inference system which would start
from an ordinary functional program and try to annotate it with }-resources so that it would
become typable in the present system. That, however, falls beyond the scope of this paper.3
3

Note added in proof: In the meantime this has been carried out [15].
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The semantic framework used in the proof is certainly not limited to natural numbers, lists, and
trees with the indicated operators. New datatypes and operations can be introduced as long as
they admit a realisation in C0 . A nontrivial example is a datatype of trees T0 ðAÞ with alternative
access which would be given by
leaf : A(T0 ðAÞ
node : }(A  ðT0 ðAÞ  T0 ðAÞÞ(TðAÞ
T0 ðAÞ

itX

: ðA(X ; }(A(ðX  X Þ(X ÞT0 ðAÞ(X

TKa T0 ðAÞ leafða0 Þ () aA a0
TOðTaf Þ T0 ðAÞ nodeða0 ; l; rÞ () a A a0 ^ fK T0 ðAÞ l ^ fO T0 ðAÞ r:
Notice that if e T0 ðAÞ t then le is an upper bound on the depth of t rather than on its number of
nodes.
Accordingly, it is possible to deﬁne a function f : N(T0 ðNÞ which gives the full binary tree of
depth jnj:
f ð0Þ ¼ leafð0Þ
f ðS0 ðd; nÞÞ ¼ f ðS1 ðd; nÞÞ ¼ nodeð0; hf ðnÞ; f ðnÞiÞ; i:e:;
NÞ

f ¼ itT0 ðNÞ ðleafð0Þ; kd : }:kt : T0 ðNÞ:nodeðd; ht; tiÞ; . . .Þ:
Recall that according to T-PR O D -I the function kd : }:k : T0 ðNÞ:nodeðd; ht; tiÞ, is linear although t
appears twice in its body. Of course, it is not possible to compute, e.g., the list of leaf labellings of
an element of T0 ðAÞ The constructors and the iteration operator admit a realisation in C; the proof
of this is, however, rather involved and will be deferred to future work.
We have also experimented with a linear version of KleeneÕs ordinal notation and preliminary
evidence suggests that the highest deﬁnable ordinal would be x2 . We leave a detailed investigation
of this and related issues as an interesting and exciting topic for future research.
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